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Rationalising crystal nucleation of organic
molecules in solution using artificial neural
networks
Timothy Hjorth, a Michael Svärd *ab and Åke C. Rasmuson ab
In this study, the method of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is applied to analyse the effect of various sol-
ute, solvent, and solution properties on the difficulty of primary nucleation, without bias towards any partic-
ular nucleation theory. Sets of ANN models are developed and fitted to data for 36 binary systems of 9 or-
ganic solutes in 11 solvents, using Bayesian regularisation without early stopping and 6-fold cross
validation. An initial model set with 21 input parameters is developed and analysed. A refined model set
with 10 input parameters is then evaluated, with an overall improvement in accuracy. The results indicate
partial qualitative consistency between the ANN models and the classical nucleation theory (CNT), with the
nucleation difficulty increasing with an increase in mass transport resistance and a reduction in solubility.
Notably, some parameters not included in CNT, including solute molecule bond rotational flexibility, the
entropy of melting of the solute, and intermolecular interactions, also exhibit explanatory importance and
significant qualitative effect relationships. A high entropy of melting and solute bond rotational flexibility in-
crease the nucleation difficulty. Stronger solute–solute or solvent–solvent interactions are correlated with a
facilitated nucleation, which is reasonable in the context of desolvation. A dissimilarity between solute and
solvent hydrophobicities is connected with an easier nucleation.
Introduction
Nucleation is an important first step of many crystallisation
processes, both natural and industrial, with a direct impact
on several properties of the final crystal products. There is a
long history of research in the field of crystal nucleation, pri-
mary nucleation in particular. Nevertheless, the present un-
derstanding is limited as regards the governing mechanisms
and the predictability of nucleation from solute and solvent
properties. As a consequence, industrial crystallisation pro-
cesses including a nucleation step are often designed on an
empirical basis, with limited control of important governing
variables. The product quality may suffer, resulting in e.g. in-
consistent bioavailability of pharmaceutical drugs and vari-
able properties of specialised materials.1,2
The use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is a relatively
novel method for data pattern analysis, using machine learn-
ing. Its inspiration stems from the mechanism of biological
neural networks, such as in mammalian brains. Because of
their ability to find accurate, complex, non-linear prediction
models, ANNs have great potential for various research areas
and engineering disciplines.3,4 In fact, it has been demon-
strated that with certain minor design constraints an ANN is
able to accurately approximate any continuous function.5
Crystal nucleation is a complex and stochastic process,
particularly sensitive to minor changes in key conditions.1,2
Accurate prediction of nucleation behaviour is difficult
through ordinary regression analysis and related methods,
and ANNs could provide a new path towards analysing this
complex process and provide important predictive capability.
Moreover, ANN modelling does not explicitly require assump-
tions regarding the functional relationships of the modelled
process: the functional mapping between the input and out-
put is produced during calibration to a supplied training
dataset.6
There have been a number of studies on the use of ANNs
in the design and control of industrial crystallisers.7–13 How-
ever, little has been reported on using this method for
gaining understanding about the fundamental underlying
mechanisms of crystal nucleation. In a study by Kumar,14
ANNs were used to predict the solution–solid interfacial en-
ergy for 57 different inorganic systems. The produced ANN
model outperformed the classical expression derived by
Mersmann.
To the knowledge of the authors, to date no successful at-
tempt has been made to rationalise the nucleation behaviour
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of organic solutes in solution, especially not without filtering
results through the classical nucleation theory (CNT). The
twin aims of the present study are to evaluate if ANN model-
ling can provide accurate analysis of nucleation behaviour
and if the obtained functional relationships can enhance the
fundamental understanding of crystal nucleation. Specifi-
cally, for a selected set of organic solutes and solvents, sets of
ANN models are developed for analysis and prediction of the
difficulty of nucleation, using properties of the solute, solvent
and solution as the input. The functional dependence be-
tween the input parameters and the nucleation difficulty is
derived, and the corresponding sensitivities are investigated
and discussed.
Method
Nucleation difficulty – the target parameter
The selected target parameter is a representation of the nu-
cleation difficulty: the chemical potential driving force re-
quired to obtain a distribution of primary nucleation events
with a certain predefined median value of the induction time.
This is an empirical parameter, completely independent of
the choice of any particular nucleation theory. The
crystallisation driving force in this work is estimated using
the expression commonly found in the literature,15–19 given
in eqn (1):
   RT S RT x
xcry cry
ln ln
*
(1)
where the driving force, Δμ, is given in J mol−1, the gas con-
stant, R = 8.314 J mol−1 K−1, the crystallisation temperature,
Tcry, is in units of K, and the solute concentration and the
solubility, x and x*, are in mole fractions. The main assump-
tion behind this parameter is that the activity coefficient in a
supersaturated solution is equal to that in the corresponding
saturated solution, so that the supersaturation is expressed
as a concentration ratio, S. This assumption can be a non-
negligible source of error in the driving force estimation,
given the known sensitivity of nucleation kinetics to the
supersaturation. However, while the activity coefficient in a
saturated solution can be obtained from data for a pure solid
solute, there is currently no established method for determin-
ing the activity coefficient of a solute in a supersaturated so-
lution. It has been demonstrated by Valavi et al.20 that in-
stead of neglecting the activity coefficient ratio completely,
the driving force for non-dilute solutions of organic solutes
in pure organic solvents can be more accurately described by
assuming that the temperature dependence of the activity co-
efficient is negligible compared to the concentration depen-
dence. Unfortunately, for the systems chosen for the present
study, insufficient experimental solid-state data is available
for this method to be used.
Primary nucleation data have been compiled from a num-
ber of studies with strong similarities in experimental condi-
tions and setups: the selected studies all report time-
dependent cumulative distributions of nucleation events in
small, magnetically stirred, capped vials, with 30–100 repli-
cates under each condition and with ocular detection of the
onset of nucleation. The experiments were all carried out un-
der isothermal conditions in binary systems consisting of
one solute and one solvent. The included studies comprise 9
different organic solutes with molar masses in the range of
137–410 g mol−1, in different industrially common organic
solvents, resulting in a total of 36 unique systems, shown in
Fig. 1.16–19,21–24 The solvents include polar protic, polar apro-
tic, and non-polar molecules, although the majority of the
systems feature fairly polar solvents. The solutes differ signif-
icantly with regard to properties such as molar mass, the
number of rotatable bonds, intermolecular interactions, and
melting properties.
Since most of the reported experimental median induction
times were in the range from around 10 minutes up to a few
hours, the driving force, Δμ, required to reach a median in-
duction time tind,50% = 3000 s was selected as the measure of
nucleation difficulty. Although the value 3000 s was represen-
tative of the experimental data set, extrapolation was still
necessary for 12 of the 36 systems. For interpolation and
extrapolation, a simple empirical power law expression:
Δμ = A tind,50%
B was fitted to experimental data over driving
force vs. median induction time for each solute–solvent sys-
tem. A similar approach has been previously used for com-
paring the nucleation difficulty of solutes in different sol-
vents.16,17,19 The power law functional form overall provides a
very good fit to the data. Over all the systems, the average co-
efficient of determination is 0.96; for one system the value is
0.83, and for the remaining 35 systems the value is in the
range of 0.89–1.00.
The target value, the nucleation difficulty of a pure solute
in solution, is conceptually related to the nucleation rate and
as such, is affected by both thermodynamic and kinetic fac-
tors. In the present study, a large selection of input parame-
ters related to the molecular structure and the thermody-
namic and kinetic aspects of crystallisation is initially
evaluated. The parameters include pure solute, pure solvent,
and solute–solvent combination parameters. They are se-
lected without specific regard to any particular nucleation
theory.
Experimental isothermal induction time data are not
abundantly available in the literature. In order to focus the
analysis on the chemical and physical properties of the mole-
cules, data where the experimental process conditions (most
importantly vessel geometry, solution volume and agitation)
are overall very similar have been selected. On that basis, pro-
cess conditions have not been included as parameters in the
ANN analysis. All experimental data have been collected from
small vial experiments (5–20 mL), with agitation supplied
through PTFE-coated stir bars (200–400 rpm) and at normal
temperatures. Although the temperature range is limited, it
would have been possible to include temperature specifically
as an ANN parameter. However, a more physically rigorous
way to account for temperature would entail the use of
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various physical property values at the experimental tempera-
ture, which would make the data collection much more com-
plex. It should be noted that the effect of temperature is
partly accounted for through the definition of the driving
force as a chemical potential difference, and in terms of the
classical nucleation theory this accounts for a major portion
of the temperature dependence of the nucleation work.
The importance of each included input parameter, and
how it affects the output parameter, is evaluated in a sensitiv-
ity analysis, and the results of this are used to refine the in-
put parameter set, through removing and/or combining pa-
rameters, in an attempt to reduce the model complexity.
These measures are applied to improve the physicochemical
analysability of the models by refinement of the input set
and a reduction of possible overparameterisation.
Multi-level perceptron-type artificial neural networks
Regression multi-layer perceptron-type ANNs3,4 are nodal net-
works of interconnected mathematical processing nodes; arti-
ficial neurons. Each neuron, receiving an input from the pre-
ceding neuron layer, generates a new output by means of a
mathematical function and transmits it to the next layer. The
importance of each input value to a given neuron is deter-
mined by the weight of that particular connection, and the
output is further modified by the bias value given to that par-
ticular neuron. The weights and biases define the informa-
tion flow through the network and are parameters deter-
mined by regression during the training step. In this work,
evaluated networks consist of one input layer, with one neu-
ron per input parameter, one hidden layer with 10 neurons,
and one output neuron. Such a network, for reasons of clarity
shown with only three input parameters and two hidden neu-
rons, is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.
The ANN models used in this work have been designed and
evaluated using MATLAB functions developed in-house. The
mathematical activation function for each hidden neuron is the
tan-sigmoid function: gĲu) = tanhĲu) = (1 + expĲu))/(1 − expĲu)).
00The models are optimised using the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm, without early stopping.25 For each model, the
dataset is divided into a training set used to parameterise, or
calibrate, the network and a test set used to validate the gene-
ralisability of the trained model.
It is important to mention that ANN models by nature are
flexible and can be overfitted to the supplied data if there are
a large number of model parameters, i.e. the number of neu-
rons with connected weights and biases.26 In the present
study, this effect is limited by means of three techniques; by
Fig. 1 Solute–solvent combinations included in the analysis.
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Bayesian regularisation, by k-fold cross-validation, and by a
manual process of input parameter refinement based on a
sensitivity analysis of an initial parameter set.
In Bayesian regularisation,25–27 the objective function, the
mean square error, is summed with the mean square weights
and biases. Upon minimisation of the objective function dur-
ing fitting of the model parameters to the experimental data,
an optimum simultaneously with regard to the size of
weights and biases and the overall error is located. This way
it is possible to design an ANN model without knowing the
optimal number of model parameters, by initially setting a
large number of parameters and then reducing the effective
number of model parameters during training. Model parame-
ters that do not contribute to a reduction in the overall error
are effectively turned off, and input parameters with low im-
portance are in essence removed from the model. This
method is suitable for analysis of data sets of limited size
and where there is limited a priori knowledge of the effect of
input parameters, and should thus be suitable for the present
case.
In order to maximise the use of the limited data set and
to improve the analysis of the parameter dependencies by re-
ducing potential bias from a random subset division, k-fold
cross validation is used, with k = 6.28 In this method the en-
tire dataset of 36 systems is randomly divided into 6 equally
sized parts. Each part is used once as a test set, and k − 1 = 5
times as part of training sets. The prediction and sensitivity
results of all 6 parts are pooled and averaged with 10 re-
peated trainings and evaluations per fold. Thus all data
points are used for both training and testing, thereby reduc-
ing overfitting to effects within specific data sets, and instead
generating more general results. A set consisting of 60
trained ANN models is produced for each set of input param-
eters. In the evaluation, the entire set of ANN models is used,
and consequently this study does not report any final
optimised parameter values.
Sensitivity analysis of the generated ANN models is
performed using a method inspired by the partial derivative
method of Dimopoulos et al.29–31 In contrast to the original
formulation of this method, the present study uses training
and testing data points in the sensitivity analysis. This is
conducted to reduce the possible bias from the randomly di-
vided training and testing subsets: all systems are used in
the sensitivity analysis. A disadvantage of this approach is,
however, that the testing errors are normally larger than the
training errors, which in turn introduces possibly larger, al-
beit less biased, errors in the resulting sensitivities. The
implemented method uses analytical partial derivatives
chained between one input parameter and the output and
evaluates their numerical value at each model output. The
sums of squares of normalised partial derivatives belonging
to every input parameter are then compared to obtain a rela-
tive importance rating for each input parameter within the
studied dataset. The separate sums of positive and negative
partial derivatives for each input parameter are also calcu-
lated, to obtain a qualitative comparison of the nature of the
input–output relationship: their signed sensitivity.
The applied method of combining k-fold cross validation
with sensitivity analysis allows for an analysis and ranking of
the importance of each input parameter for prediction of nu-
cleation difficulty, as well as the nature of observed input–
output relationships for all included solute–solvent systems.
The remaining overfitting could possibly be further re-
duced by a combination of Bayesian regularisation and the
more commonly applied method of early stopping. In early
stopping the model training is halted when an additional val-
idation dataset produces a minimum in the error vs. training
epoch space.3 However, such a method would require an ad-
ditional subset of data for the early stopping, resulting in a
total of 3 subsets compared to the current 2 subsets. Given
the already limited dataset, this approach could possibly
worsen the accuracy, since less data would be used for train-
ing the model. Consequently, this method has not been ap-
plied or evaluated in the present study.
Results and discussion
In a first step, a set of parameters characterising the solute
and the solvent molecules from a more general chemical and
physical point of view has been evaluated. In a second step,
based on the outcome of the first step, a revision of the pa-
rameters is made and justified as discussed below.
Fig. 2 Schematic graph showing a MLP type ANN with 3 normalised input parameters (IL), all connected with weights (wXX) to the hidden neuron
layer (HL) which in turn is connected with weights to the single output neuron (OL). Outputs from the hidden and output layers are modified by
biases (bX). The final output is then denormalised.
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Initial parameter set – 21 parameters
The initial set of input parameters comprises 8 solute proper-
ties, 11 solvent properties, and 2 solution properties. The sol-
ute parameters are: molar mass (1); melting point (2); en-
thalpy of melting (3); the number of rotatable bonds (4),
defined as the number of non-ring single bonds connected to
non-terminal non-hydrogen atoms; topological polar surface
area (5), which is a measure of the surface area of the mole-
cules occupied by polar elements such as oxygen, nitrogen,
and fluorine; XLogP3 (6), which is a measure of the solute
molecular hydrophobicity estimated as the octanol partition
coefficient by the XLogP3 prediction method;32 molecular
complexity (7) determined using the Bertz–Hendrickson–
Ihlenfeldt equation,33 which is a function of the molecular
size, symmetry, number of distinct atoms, aromaticity, and
bond connectivity; and the number of solute–solute hydrogen
bonds (8), taken as the number of hydrogen bond donor and
acceptor pairs between two solute molecules. The solvent pa-
rameters are: molar mass (9); Reichardt polarity (10), which
is an empirical polarity value;34 dynamic viscosity (11); den-
sity (12); boiling point (13); enthalpy of vaporisation (14); to-
pological polar surface area (15); XLogP3 (16); molecular
complexity (17); melting point (18); and refractive index (19).
The solution parameters are: the number of solute–solvent
hydrogen bonds (20) and the solid–liquid solubility (21).
The results of the training and testing of the ANN models
using the initial set of 21 input parameters are shown in Fig. 3
and 4. The average unsigned training and testing errors are
13.4 J mol−1 and 387.7 J mol−1, respectively. The median
unsigned errors are 6.4 J mol−1 and 342.4 J mol−1, signifying
that some larger residuals produce a small offset to the aver-
age. The residuals are distributed seemingly randomly across
the output space, without notable systematicity. It should also
be noted that there is an unpopulated span in the target space,
between approximately 2500 J mol−1 and 4500 J mol−1. How-
ever, the average errors before and after this span are similar.
The complete set of training results has very small errors,
with a coefficient of determination close to unity. This means
that all trainings successfully captured a pattern between the
supplied input set and the targets. Moreover, the testing re-
sults show that the models to a certain extent are generaliz-
able3 and able to predict the unknown target values. The test-
ing prediction errors are larger compared to those of the
training set, which to a certain degree is expected; perfect
prediction results could only be obtained for a perfect model
applied using error-free parameters. Even then, the predic-
tion accuracy will always be limited by the uncertainty in the
target data values. In this case, as mentioned earlier, the tar-
get parameter as calculated with eqn (1) is associated with an
unavoidable error. Nevertheless, the discrepancy between
training and testing accuracies, with average errors differing
by more than an order of magnitude, indicates a noticeable
degree of overfitting to the training sets. The use of Bayesian
regularisation was not sufficient to entirely eliminate
overfitting, given the limited size of data for the training sets.
However, for the purpose of a qualitative analysis of the sen-
sitivity of the model to the different input parameters and as
a basis for a manual parameter refinement, the results are
sufficiently accurate.
The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. 5,
both as signed sensitivities and relative importance. In the top
graph, for every input parameter the positive partial derivatives
are summed to produce a blue bar, and the negative ones are
summed to produce a red bar. This figure thus summarises the
overall sign tendency of each input–output relationship, analo-
gous to the coefficients of a normal regression model.
It is apparent that all input parameters exhibit some im-
portance for prediction of the output parameter. Some pa-
rameters show significantly larger importance ratings com-
pared to the others. The five parameters with the largest
relative importance ratings are, in descending order: solubil-
ity (index 21 in Fig. 5), solute melting point (2), the number
of rotatable bonds in the solute (4), solute molar mass (1),
and solvent viscosity (11). Thus, these solute, solvent, and so-
lution parameters are all important descriptors for nucleation
difficulty in the evaluated ANN models.
Some parameters either result in mostly negatively or posi-
tively signed sensitivities – especially the ones with the larg-
est relative importance ratings. An exclusively positive
Fig. 3 Parity plots, 21 input parameters. Error bars show the 95%
confidence limits from k-fold cross validation.
Fig. 4 Residuals, 21 input parameters. Error bars show the 95%
confidence limits from k-fold cross validation.
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sensitivity implies a positive input–output relationship, i.e.
increasing the input parameter value causes an increase in the
nucleation difficulty. The solute molar mass (1) has an exclu-
sively positive effect on the nucleation difficulty; increasing the
molar mass of the solute results in a more difficult nucleation.
Conversely, the molar mass of the solvent (9) does not show a
clear effect and a comparably low relative importance rating.
Increasing the solute melting point (2) and solute enthalpy
of melting (3) had negative effects on the nucleation diffi-
culty. The number of rotatable bonds of the solute molecule
(4) shows an overall positive effect, with only a small sum of
negative partial derivatives. Increasing the topological polar
surface area of the solute (5) generally increases the nucle-
ation difficulty, whereas the effect of the octanol partition co-
efficient (6) is mostly but not exclusively negative. As expected
the topological polar surface area, which generally increases
with increasing hydrophilicity, has the opposite effect on the
nucleation difficulty compared to the octanol partition coeffi-
cient, which increases with decreasing hydrophilicity.
The solute complexity (7) and the number of possible sol-
ute–solute hydrogen bonds (8) are among the solute parame-
ters with the lowest importance ratings in Fig. 5. Both param-
eters produce small sensitivities in both directions.
Distributions between both positive and negative sensitivities
suggest parameters that affect the nucleation difficulty differ-
ently depending on which system is investigated. The solvent
complexity (17) also exhibits a low relative importance rating,
but with an exclusively negative effect: an increased solvent
complexity is associated with a facilitated nucleation.
The results with respect to the solute parameters (1–8)
point to the fact that large molecules and molecules with
many rotatable bonds nucleate with more difficulty com-
pared to small molecules with fewer rotatable bonds. Large
molecules entail larger mass transport resistance, in accor-
dance with the Stokes–Einstein equation, shown in a simpli-
fied form in eqn (2), where η is the dynamic viscosity of the
solvent and r is the solvodynamic radius of the solute. A high
conformational flexibility, on the other hand, results in a re-
duced availability of suitable conformers for incorporation
into the crystal lattice and thus in increased energy barriers,
and is known to reduce the tendency towards crystallisation
for small molecules35 as well as proteins.36 Notably, this phe-
nomenon is not captured by the CNT, but it is treated within
the two-step theory.37 The solute enthalpy of melting (3) and
the solute melting point38 (2) are both found to be negatively
correlated with the nucleation difficulty. These parameters
describe the interactions in the crystal structure with respect
to the pure melt, where the combination of the two translates
to the entropy of melting.
D
r
 1 (2)
The boiling point of the solvent (13) is a solvent parameter
with a large relative importance rating and an overall nega-
tive contribution to the nucleation difficulty: over all the in-
cluded systems, an increased boiling point of the solvent de-
creases the nucleation difficulty. A similar effect with a large
importance rating is found for the enthalpy of vaporisation
of the solvent (14). Both parameters are to different extents
descriptors of the strength of solvent–solvent interactions, in-
cluding hydrogen bonding: stronger attractive forces between
solvent molecules result in a higher enthalpy of vaporisation
Fig. 5 The 21 initial input parameters together with their signed
sensitivities and relative importance values. Error bars show the 95%
confidence limits from k-fold cross validation.
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and to some extent a higher boiling point.38 A likely rate-
contributing step in the nucleation process is the desolvation
of dissolved solute molecules, i.e. breaking of solute–solvent
bonds in favour of forming solvent–solvent and solute–solute
bonds.39 A system with stronger attractive solvent–solvent in-
teractions is thus likely to exhibit a facilitated nucleation.
The opposite sensitivity behaviour is seen for the solvent
melting point (18), which can be explained by the fact that
this property does not sufficiently quantify the interactions in
the liquid state.
Similarly, the possible hydrogen bond pairs between the sol-
ute and solvent (20) could be expected to positively correlate
with a more difficult desolvation: solutes and solvents that are
able to form many solute–solvent hydrogen bonds in the solu-
tion will likely have to overcome a larger desolvation energy
barrier during nucleation. The effect of this parameter is dis-
tributed between positive and negative sensitivities, and this
could be explained by the fact that nucleation entails
desolvation of solute molecules as well as the formation of a
solid–solution interface. The formation of the interface is ener-
getically favoured by a larger number of solute–solvent hydro-
gen bonds at the interface. Together these mechanisms con-
tribute to both positive and negative effects of this parameter
on the nucleation difficulty. What is perhaps even more impor-
tant, however, is that the parameter itself is a simplification of
the complex nature of hydrogen bonds; a simple integer value
cannot account for varying bond strength or steric effects.
The solubility (21) is found to have the largest relative im-
portance for prediction of nucleation difficulty out of all the in-
put parameters. Its effect is found to be exclusively negative: a
higher solubility reduces the nucleation difficulty. A lower
number of molecules per unit volume leads to a lower collision
frequency between solute molecules, which will have a negative
impact on nucleation. As regards the CNT, this effect is cap-
tured in the pre-exponential factor of the rate expression. More-
over, a higher solubility is connected with a lower interfacial
energy, as given by the Mersmann equation,40 shown in a sim-
plified form in eqn (3) with the interfacial energy σ in units of J
m−2. At least in the CNT, a lower interfacial energy is connected
with a higher nucleation rate, through both the pre-exponential
and exponential terms of the rate expression.41
  ln
*
1
x
(3)
High viscosity (11) and high solvent density (12) are
expected to lead to reduced mass diffusivity of the solute, and
both parameters are indeed found to have positive effects on
the nucleation difficulty. The refractive index of the solvent (19)
shows a distribution between positive and negative effects, de-
spite being correlated with density through e.g. the Lorentz–Lo-
renz equation.42,43 It has the lowest relative importance rating
of all the included parameters and is possibly not a good de-
scriptor for this effect, compared to the density itself.
Regarding the different polarity and hydrophilicity param-
eters, the analysis overall suggests that polar (5), less hydro-
phobic (6) solutes are comparatively more difficult to nucle-
ate. Analysing similar parameters for the solvent, it is shown
that an increased Reichardt polarity (10) leads to an increased
nucleation difficulty. Conversely, the topological polar surface
area of the solvent (15) exhibits a negative effect on nucleation
difficulty, while the XLogP3 of the solvent (16) shows a distri-
bution between positive and negative sensitivities, although
with among the lowest relative importance rating of all sol-
vent parameters. These results seem somewhat contradictory:
different measures of the solvent polarity show opposite or
unclear effects on the nucleation difficulty. The reason for
these results could be that the polarity of individual mole-
cules will affect the nucleation difficulty differently in differ-
ent systems. Increasing polarity increases the number of pos-
sible bonds between molecules in the solution, whereas a
lowered polarity reduces the number of possible bonds. Most
solvents used in the analysis are fairly polar, which could spe-
cifically explain the pronounced polarity effect for the solute:
if most solvents are polar, less polar solutes will in general be
easier to nucleate due to less energetically favourable solute–
solvent interactions. The analysis of the effect of polarity
could thus be improved by using parameters that compare
the polarity of the solute to that of the solvent.
Parameter refinement
It is possible for input parameters to exhibit covariance and
for particular input–output effects to be accurately described
with fewer parameters. The individually low relative impor-
tance of covariant parameters could present a larger com-
bined importance, describing the same physicochemical in-
put–output effect. Although this has not been systematically
quantified and analysed in the present study, the refinement
of the model addresses many such aspects.
The solute enthalpy of melting (3) and to some extent the
solute melting point38 (2) are descriptors of the strength of
solute–solute interactions, specifically governing the stability
of the final crystalline phase. They both show exclusively neg-
ative effects in the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, in the re-
fined model only the solute enthalpy of melting (3) is
retained as a descriptor of the effect of the strength of sol-
ute–solute interactions in the final crystal. The solute entropy
of melting is introduced as a new parameter combining the
enthalpy of melting (3) with the melting point (2). Together,
these parameters encompass various interactions between
solute molecules, including hydrogen bonds, π–π interac-
tions44 and van der Waals forces. As the number of solute–
solute hydrogen-bond pairs (8) shows a small and inconclu-
sive effect, and as it contains no information about the
strength of each bond or about steric effects, it is omitted in
the refined model. The solute enthalpy of melting (3) should
overall be a better descriptor of this effect.
The complexity ratings of the solute (7) and the solvent
(17) are approximate estimates of the synthetic accessibility
of the compounds, not direct measures of any physico-
chemical properties that could correlate with nucleation be-
haviour. Rather, they are functions of constituent parameters
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that could themselves serve as descriptors. In addition, both
of these parameters show low relative importance ratings in
the sensitivity analysis. Both parameters are omitted in the
refined model.
The solute molar mass (1) is likely to be not directly
connected with the nucleation behaviour. Rather, it is an indi-
rect measure of the molecular size. In an attempt to improve
this descriptor, it is replaced by an estimate of the molar vol-
ume of the solute, using the molar mass combined with crystal
cell volumes obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database.
The solvent refractive index (19) shows a low relative im-
portance rating, and as previously mentioned it is correlated
with other included parameters, such as the solvent density
(12). The density is combined with the solvent molar mass
(9), to obtain a descriptor for the molar volume of the solvent
molecule, and the refractive index and molar mass are re-
moved. It has been discussed that the solvent viscosity plays
an important role in nucleation kinetics, as it quantifies part
of the mass transport resistance in the solution as given by
the Stokes–Einstein equation, eqn (2), and in the CNT, the
pre-exponential factor is proportional to the diffusion coeffi-
cient.41 A new input parameter is constructed by approximat-
ing the diffusion coefficient at 10 °C.
Although the number of rotatable bonds of the solute mol-
ecule (4) is a rather crude, integral measure of the molecular
flexibility, it is kept in the refined model for two reasons: i) it
produces a large and almost exclusively positive effect on the
nucleation difficulty, and ii) it is a descriptor of an effect that
is not captured by any other parameter, except partly by the
solute entropy of melting.
Individual polarity ((5), (10), and (15)) and hydrophobicity
((6) and (16)) parameters for the solute and solvent separately
yield inconclusive results in the sensitivity analysis. A poten-
tial improvement would be to construct parameters that de-
scribe these properties in a relative manner between the sol-
vent and solute. Relative parameters are expected to give
better descriptions of these effects, since the polarity or hy-
drophobicity of the solvent compared to those of the solute
quantify possible solute–solvent interactions in the solution.
In the refined model, these five parameters are reduced to
two combination parameters, one for polarity and one for hy-
drophobicity. Because of the lack of Reichardt polarity data
for the solutes, TPSA is used to estimate a relative polarity,
and the solvent Reichardt polarity (10) is omitted. The re-
fined model thus contains the ratio in TPSA of the solvent to
the solute, shown in eqn (4) and the logarithmic ratio in
XLogP3 of the solute to the solvent, shown in eqn (5). These
parameters to some extent cover possible interactions be-
tween solute and solvent molecules, such as hydrogen bond-
ing and π–π interactions.
TPSA ratio = TPSA
TPSA
solvent
solute
(4)
ΔXLogP3 = XLogP3solvent − XLogP3solute (5)
The boiling point of the solvent (13), the solvent enthalpy
of vaporisation (14), and the solvent melting point (18) are all
to different degrees descriptors of the strength of solvent–sol-
vent interactions, and as such are mainly connected with the
desolvation step. All three are replaced by the square of the
Hildebrand solubility parameter, δ2 as given in eqn (6), being
a quantification of the cohesive energy density of the solvent,
with the enthalpy of vaporisation  H vap at T = 298 K, and the
molar volume υ.45 The solvent melting point is thus
completely omitted from the input data set.
 
2   H RTvap (6)
The number of solvent–solute hydrogen-bond pairs (20)
does not seem to capture the complex effect of the hydrogen
bonding between solute and solvent molecules in solution
and is therefore removed from the refined model. Finally, the
solubility (21) is kept unaltered in the refined model due to
its large relative importance rating as well as high expected
relevance.
Refined parameter set – 10 input parameters
The final refined parameter set contains 10 input parameters:
solute molar volume, solute enthalpy of melting, solute en-
tropy of melting, the number of rotatable bonds in the sol-
ute, solvent molar volume, solvent cohesive energy density,
the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the solvent, the rela-
tive polarity as the solvent TPSA divided by the solute TPSA,
the relative hydrophobicity as the solvent XLogP3 subtracted
from the solute XLogP3, and the solubility of the solute in
the solvent.
The model set is analysed using the same methods as for
the unrefined set. The averaged training and testing accura-
cies are shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
The coefficient of determination for the training set of the
refined model set is close to unity, and the test set coefficient
is slightly below, but very close to, that of the unrefined set.
The average unsigned training and testing errors are 0.4 J
mol−1 and 361.3 J mol−1, respectively, which are comparable
to those of the unrefined model set. The residuals spread
randomly across the target space, with no notable
systematicity. The median unsigned training and testing er-
rors are 0.2 J mol−1 and 218.7 J mol−1, respectively. The re-
fined model set thus shows a clear overall improvement in
accuracy, both in training and testing results. The average er-
rors are, however, offset by a few larger residuals, which also
results in the lower testing coefficient of determination. This
offset for the test set is significantly larger compared to the
that of unrefined model set, indicating that there are some
data points in the test set that are more difficult to predict
with the refined model set, even though the overall accuracy
is comparable: the residual distribution of this set has a
higher kurtosis than that of the unrefined one.
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One data point with a noticeably large error is salicylic
acid in acetic acid, highlighted with a green circle in Fig. 6,
which has a target value of 1618.4 J mol−1 and an average test
output of 51.1 J mol−1; i.e. the model set underestimates the
nucleation difficulty of this system. This is the only system
where the solvent is an acid, which in combination with the
acidic solute makes this system notably different compared
to the other systems included in the study. It is possible that
the effects of interactions between these acids, such as stron-
ger hydrogen bonds, are more pronounced than in the other
included systems. As such, when the models are trained to
the remaining systems, this effect is not well captured.
Moreover, because of the randomised division between the
training and test datasets during the k-fold cross validation, it
is possible that some effects are not accurately captured dur-
ing training, resulting in large testing errors. The precise ex-
tent of this possible error source has not been systematically
assessed in the present study, but it is a likely partial explana-
tion for the large testing errors, which highlights the sensitiv-
ity of this model approach to the limited dataset of 36 data
points where only 30 points are used for each training. To
produce more accurate prediction models, larger training
datasets would be required to ascertain that they are trained
with all effects of the input parameters and allow for generali-
sation to systems not included in the trainings. It should be
noted that the large testing errors affect the estimated sensi-
tivities and contribute to their uncertainty and errors.
A sensitivity analysis of the refined model set is presented
in Fig. 8. The analysis shows that the parameters of the re-
fined set exhibit a more even distribution of the relative im-
portance. Significantly, the parameters that show a high rela-
tive importance in the unrefined model set also do so in the
refined one. The size of the solute molecule, in the refined set
included as its molar volume (index 1 in Fig. 8), the number
of rotatable bonds in the solute (4), and solubility (10) all
show high importance ratings also in the refined model set.
The hydrophobicity ratio between the solvent and solute (9)
exhibits a high importance rating, whereas the solute entropy
of melting (3), solvent cohesive energy density (6), diffusion
coefficient (7), and polarity ratio of the solvent and solute (8)
all exhibit moderate to high importance ratings. The size of
the solvent molecule, in the form of the solvent molar volume
(5), shows an increased relative importance in this model set
compared to the molar mass in the unrefined set. The solute
enthalpy of melting (2) has a moderate rating in the unrefined
model set but shows a large rating in the refined set.
The solvent to solute polarity ratio (8) has the lowest relative
importance of the included parameters. To some extent this is
possibly compensated by the high relative importance of the
hydrophobicity ratio (9): these two parameters to some extent
describe the same effect. However, the topological polar surface
area is only an estimate of the polarity from the area of polar el-
ements in the molecule and does not account for the size of
non-polar parts, in contrast to the approximated octanol parti-
tion coefficient, XLogP3, which accounts for both non-polar
and polar parts of the molecule. The hydrophobicity ratio
should thus be a better quantification of the possible solute–
solvent interactions in the solution, such as hydrogen bonding
and van der Waals interactions, which influence desolvation.
Many descriptors capturing approximately the same prop-
erties in the unrefined and refined model sets show similar
signed sensitivities. The solute molar volume (1), like the sol-
ute molar mass in the unrefined model set, shows an almost
exclusively positive effect on the nucleation difficulty: a solute
molecule that occupies a larger volume in the solution will
be more difficult to nucleate compared to a smaller one. This
is consistent with the Stokes–Einstein equation, eqn (2), and
the pre-exponential factor of the CNT rate expression is pro-
portional to the diffusion coefficient. Moreover, a larger sol-
ute molar volume implies fewer solute molecules per crystal
volume and thus a greater Gibbs free energy barrier to
forming a critical nucleus according to CNT, as is shown with
ΔGcrit in eqn (7) for a spherical geometry.
2
  




Gcrit
16
3
3
2
2  (7)
In the refined model set, the diffusion coefficient is also a
separate input parameter (7), which shows an almost exclu-
sively negative effect on the nucleation difficulty: a higher
Fig. 6 Parity plots, 10 input parameters. Error bars show the 95%
confidence limits from k-fold cross validation.
Fig. 7 Residuals, 10 input parameters. Error bars show the 95%
confidence limits from k-fold cross validation.
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diffusion coefficient results in an easier nucleation. This fur-
ther illustrates that the mass transport resistance is an im-
portant effect in nucleation, and that a higher resistance re-
sults in a more difficult nucleation.
The solute enthalpy of melting (2) exhibits a similar
signed sensitivity to that in the unrefined model set, indicat-
ing consistency in the obtained input–output relationship.
This parameter describes the enthalpy change between the
pure solute phases; lacking the enthalpy of mixing with the
solvent, it captures only the ideal component of the enthalpy
of solution. This highlights the importance of a descriptor
for the strength of solute–solute bonds in predicting the nu-
cleation difficulty.
The entropy of melting (3) produces an overall positively
signed sensitivity. During nucleation the solute transforms
from a state of higher entropy in the dissolved liquid state to
one of lower entropy in the solid state. Although this parame-
ter only describes the entropy change between the solid and
liquid states of the pure solute, this entropy change is a com-
ponent of the transition from the dissolved solute to a nucle-
ated solid in solution. A larger entropy of melting is thus
expected to be associated with a larger entropic barrier to nu-
cleation, which explains that an increase in the entropy of
melting is connected with a more difficult nucleation.
The number of rotatable bonds in the solute (4) shows an
overall positive sensitivity, still together with a smaller nega-
tive component, as for the unrefined model set. The reason
for this distribution in sensitivities is likely that it is a simpli-
fied parameter which only considers the number of rotatable
bonds as an integer, but not their relative ability to rotate nor
the size or flexibility of the rotating segment. A possible im-
provement to this parameter would be to estimate the rota-
tional energy barriers of the solute molecule, but this has not
been done in the present study. It is notable that the rotat-
able bonds and the entropy of melting show the same sign
tendency for nucleation difficulty in the sensitivity analysis. A
solute with more rotatable bonds has more available confor-
mational states, which is generally expected to lead to a
higher entropic change associated with conformation to the
crystal lattice. It would be possible to analyse more systemati-
cally the effect of the conformational freedom and entropy
on the nucleation behaviour, using more thoroughly defined
energetics for rotational barriers and conformational states
of the solute molecule.
The cohesive energy density of the solvent (6) exhibits an
overall negative effect on the nucleation difficulty. These re-
sults are similar to the results for the solvent boiling point and
solvent enthalpy of vaporisation in the unrefined model set,
and all of these parameters are to different extents measures of
the strength of solvent–solvent interactions. Relatively strong
solvent–solvent interactions likely lead to a reduced energy bar-
rier for desolvation and hence a facilitated nucleation.
The solvent to solute polarity ratio (7) shows the lowest
relative importance in the refined model set. Expectedly, the
effect is also shown to have a small signed sensitivity, almost
equally distributed between positive and negative, and the in-
fluence of this parameter is therefore somewhat inconclusive.
This can in part be explained by the fact that the TPSA is a
Fig. 8 The 10 refined input parameters together with their signed
sensitivities and relative importance values. Error bars show the 95%
confidence limits from k-fold cross validation.
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relatively crude estimate of the polarity. In the unrefined
model set the solute TPSA has an exclusively positive effect,
whereas the solvent TPSA shows an almost exclusively nega-
tive effect: a solute with a larger polar area resulted in a more
difficult nucleation, while a larger polar area in the solvent
led to an easier nucleation. This is in part explained by the
fact that most of the systems contain polar solvents, and a
larger polar surface area of the solute thus in general implies
a higher degree of similarity between the solute and solvent
molecules. It is also possible that the spread between positive
and negative effects reflects that the effect of polarity is dif-
ferent in different systems. An improvement to this parame-
ter could be to use a ratio of Reichardt polarity, which is an
experimental parameter that captures the effect of the struc-
ture of the entire molecule, but there is presently insufficient
data available for such an analysis. Alternatively, a combina-
tion parameter between the solute TPSA and the solvent
Reichardt polarity could be constructed, but this was not
attempted in the present study.
For cases where the solute and solvent molecules show
similar interactions both with octanol and water, the hydro-
phobicity ratio (9) will tend towards zero. Negative values in-
dicate that the solute is more hydrophobic than the solvent,
and vice versa. Notably, all systems included in the present
study lead to negative values, except for two systems with
positive values at or below 1, and one system at zero. The
signed average value of all input hydrophobicity ratios is
−2.3, and the median is −2.4. The separate sums of negative
and positive input hydrophobicity ratios are −84.9 and 1.4, re-
spectively. Almost all solutes are appreciably more hydropho-
bic than the solvents. The uneven distribution of hydropho-
bicity ratios indicates that the captured model behaviour has
an input range between negative values and close to zero,
and thus that increasing the input ratio corresponds to a sit-
uation where the solute and solvent have more similar hydro-
phobicities. In Fig. 8 the hydrophobicity ratio has a mostly
positive effect; increasing the ratio increases the nucleation
difficulty. These results are consistent with those of the sol-
ute XLogP3 in the unrefined model set. Increasing the solute
hydrophobicity in the unrefined set is connected with the de-
crease in nucleation difficulty. Because majority of the sol-
vents have relatively low hydrophobicities, an increase in the
solute hydrophobicity generally leads to an increased dissimi-
larity between the solute and solvent in terms of possible in-
teractions. This is expected to lead to weaker interactions in
solution, and in turn to a more facilitated desolvation step,
consequently resulting in a reduced nucleation difficulty.
The unrefined model set shows a small and unclear effect of
solvent molar mass and an exclusively positive effect of solvent
density. In the refined model set these parameters are combined
to obtain the solvent molar volume (5). This combined parame-
ter exhibits an exclusively negative effect on the nucleation diffi-
culty: a larger solvent molar volume results in an easier nucle-
ation, as seen in Fig. 8. A solvent molecule with a larger molar
volume will occupy more space in the solvation shell around the
solute molecule, resulting in the solvation shell containing fewer
solvent molecules, with overall fewer solute–solvent interactions
such as hydrogen bonds, due to steric effects.
Finally, the solubility (10) exhibits a large and almost exclu-
sively negatively signed sensitivity in the refined model set. This
is consistent with the results from the unrefined set, clearly in-
dicating the relevance of this parameter in nucleation models.
The results of the present work are to a large extent qual-
itatively consistent within the context of the CNT as well as
other nucleation theories, both for the unrefined and the re-
fined model sets. As regards the CNT, this includes the re-
sults with respect to the effect of the size of the solute mol-
ecule, where within the CNT framework a larger solute
molecule has a greater Gibbs free energy nucleation barrier.
Furthermore, the solubility is related to the interfacial en-
ergy, as shown by e.g. the Mersmann equation. This effect
is consistent with the qualitative effect on the nucleation
difficulty given by the CNT rate expression. Constituent pa-
rameters of the pre-exponential factor show the expected be-
haviour in the prediction of nucleation difficulty. Essen-
tially, parameters that are connected with an increase in
mass transport resistance correlate with an increase in nu-
cleation difficulty.
Alternative nucleation theories, including the two-step the-
ory, also contain mass transport steps. However, in the first
step of the nucleation mechanism the solute molecules con-
centrate into clusters or solute-rich droplets, wherein crystal-
line nuclei form in the second step.37,46–53 The rate of the
process can be either mass transport or nucleation con-
trolled, but the second step is generally assumed to be rate-
determining39 and governed by e.g. entropic and conforma-
tional barriers as well as intermolecular interactions: parame-
ters whose importance to the nucleation process are clearly
indicated by both the unrefined and the refined models.
As a final remark, the results of the present work indicate
that further analysis, especially of how the nucleation behav-
iour is affected by intermolecular interactions, the conforma-
tional energy landscape, and entropic contributions, is
warranted. It is clear that this analysis would be improved if
additional systems could be included, increasing not only the
number of systems but also the diversity of solvent–solute
combinations and with data spanning more nonpolar sol-
vents. In particular, inclusion of larger, more flexible solute
molecules and contrasting these against smaller, rigid as well
as flexible molecules would be an interesting avenue to pur-
sue. Given the availability of a larger data set, it would be
possible to further refine the ANN model approach and ob-
tain even more generalizable results. Thus, the present study
should be regarded as a promising first step towards eluci-
dating the complex process of crystal nucleation in solution,
to derive nucleation models that can qualitatively and quanti-
tatively capture the behaviour of real systems.
Conclusions
A set of ANN models for prediction of nucleation difficulty,
with 21 input parameters, exhibits training and testing
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coefficients of determination of 0.99 and 0.84, respectively. A
refined model set with 10 input parameters exhibits the cor-
responding coefficients of determination of 1.00 and 0.82,
with an overall improvement in accuracy. There is no obvious
systematicity in the produced residuals, but the lower testing
coefficients suggest a certain degree of overfitting.
The model analysis shows that large, flexible solute mole-
cules are more difficult to nucleate compared to smaller
more rigid ones. An increased entropy of melting of the sol-
ute molecule is connected with a more difficult nucleation.
Moreover, stronger solute–solute bonds and stronger solvent–
solvent bonds reduce the nucleation difficulty, and these re-
sults are reasonable within the context of desolvation. In-
creased values of parameters connected with an increase in
the mass transport resistance lead to increased nucleation
difficulty. A low similarity between solute and solvent mole-
cules in terms of the hydrophobicity ratio, which describes
possible intermolecular interactions, is connected with an
easier nucleation.
Parameters included in the CNT, specifically those
connected to the critical nucleation work, attachment fre-
quency, and solubility, give results qualitatively consistent
with the theory. Some parameters not included in the CNT,
specifically parameters related to the rotational and entropic
barriers of the solute and intermolecular interactions, also
show appreciable explanatory importance and reasonable ef-
fects. These parameters could therefore be important descrip-
tors for prediction of nucleation behaviour and could be used
to improve nucleation models.
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